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TOWN OF Wt tTON NH

Re: Hilltop Cafe Re-Hearing Request Amendment

Dear Mr. Chairman and Board,

Thank you for the opportunity to amend our request for a rehearing for the above referenced site.
Consider this document an amendment, supplement or codicil to the submitted Request for a
Rehearing of Case 12/10/13-1. This does not change the original document (these are pages 5b,
5c, 5d and 5e), it merely adds to the reasons for the request. In addition this document is
organized by topic with back up reasoning.

In opening, the Zoning Bylaw of Wilton New Hampshire outlines the allowed uses within the
agricultural/residential zone. Said uses include residential and traditional agricultural uses such as
farming and farm related activities. The bylaw then states uses allowed by special pennit. A cafe
or restaurant use is specifically not stated in any way, deeming it in my opinion not allowed by
the authors of the bylaw and master plan. The purpose of the master plan is to designate how
portions of the town are to be used and plan for the growth of the town overall. The cafe is an
associated use to the farm with separate demised premise and separate lease structure. By
allowing such a use without the benefit of professional input and examination of the facts of the
operation, creates a dangerous precedent allowing a non-dlowed use. To carry this thought to a
reasonable conclusion, the Zoning Bylaw is rendered useless. Understandably, pressure to
approve an operation may be great, but what is right for the master plan and the town as a whole,
needs to be considered over an individual commercial operation.

I have reviewed the December 10, 2013 Meeting minutes and would offer the additional findings
to be included with the original Request for Rehearing of Case 12/10/13-1:

1) Property Values: (from public portion of meeting)
"In response to another question, Mr. Geiger stated that he feels that the farm and cafe
will improve property values because of the access to the goods which the farm offers.
Laura stated that she has spoken to assessors and they believe that increased signage and
traffic will decrease property values. Mr. Geiger noted that he knows of several homes
that have been bought in the area because of the draw of the farm and he has spoken to
realtors who have stated that it will increase property values. "

This ZBA pubhc hearing was about the unapproved expanded commercial development of the
restaurant and not the Farm. Mr. Geiger stated that people have bought homes in the area due to
the draw of the farm. That is not in dispute. It is the expanded restaurant that we feel will








